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ID REBOOTS ITS BELOVED MISSING PERSONS SERIES, DISAPPEARED

– DISAPPEARED Returns With the Season 10 Premiere on September 7 at 10/9c on ID  –

(New York, N.Y.) – Groundbreaking missing persons series, DISAPPEARED, returns to ID with eight all-new
episodes beginning Wednesday, September 7 at 10/9 on ID and stream the same day on discovery+.
A reinvention of the beloved franchise, the series shines a light on individuals who vanished seemingly without
a trace and aims to facilitate answers about the missing in order to bring closure to their loved ones.

“Our recent success with the Disappeared podcast inspired us to reboot this fan-favorite series with all new
episodes. With the proliferation of new surveillance techniques in recent years and the audience more
determined than ever to participate in solving true crime mysteries, we knew this was the right time to bring
DISAPPEARED back in a way that could really make a difference,” said Jason Sarlanis, President of Crime and
Investigative Content, Linear and Streaming. “DISAPPEARED will join our Wednesday night lineup after
premieres of IN PURSUIT WITH JOHN WALSH for those motivated to deliver closure to families searching for
answers and making a deep impact in our justice system.”

In the Season 10 premiere episode, “Vanished in the Night,” surveillance cameras record a young woman
fighting with her friends outside a bar in Indianapolis, Indiana and two hours later, the cameras catch her
walking by herself in a parking lot and disappearing into the night. Desperate for answers, Kirsten
Brueggeman’s family shares her story and their plight to find her in the hopes that more people who know
Kirsten’s story will be able to come forward with new information.

With more than 125 hours of content between the series and a number of high-profile specials, DISAPPEARED
aired on Investigation Discovery from 2009 to 2018. Some episodes ended in heartbreaking discoveries while a
number of episodes helped bring missing persons home and others still provide visibility for new leads to be
discovered. Each episode of DISAPPEARED begins immediately before the individual vanished and chronicles
the search for clues hidden beneath seemingly everyday behavior that may indicate what happened to them.
Presenting timely stories with urgency for the public to act, the families of the missing hope the series will
elevate their loved one’s story and help decipher the truth of what really happened to them. At the end of each
episode, information for the local police departments is shared in the event that a viewer has fresh leads or
new information to share.

Craving more DISAPPEARED? Fans of the original TV series can watch episodes from the previous nine
seasons streaming now on discovery+, or listen to the audio version of the TV series with ID’s recently released
podcast that features open investigations where families are still searching for answers. Fans are encouraged
to engage on social with #DisappearedonID and follow the network’s social profiles on Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook and TikTok.
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DISAPPEARED is produced by Blackfin for Investigation Discovery and discovery+.

About INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY (ID)
Investigation Discovery (ID) is the leading crime and justice network on television, delivering the highest-quality
programming to approximately 80 million U.S. households. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere on
discovery+, the definitive non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service. ID's true-crime programming is also available
via the network’s aggregated TV Everywhere offering, IDGO, where fans can access thousands of episodes from the
Discovery family of networks. For exclusive web content and bonus material, fans can follow ID on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook or check out the network’s true crime blog, CrimeFeed. Investigation Discovery is owned by Warner Bros.
Discovery, a leading global media and entertainment company available in more than 220 countries and territories and 50
languages whose portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, discovery+, CNN, CNN+, DC, Eurosport, HBO, HBO Max, Food
Network, OWN, Investigation Discovery, TLC, Magnolia Network, TNT, TBS, truTV, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal
Planet, Science Channel, Warner Bros. Pictures, New Line Cinema, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Turner Classic Movies
and others.
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